It will be assumed throughout that p is an integer satisfying the hypothesis of Theorem 1. We start with a formula equivalent to that given by Lemma 2 of [1] .
(1) C(S)L(s)-C(2s) = 22s-V1/2)-t(2s-l)V7i-^i^ + his), valid for a>\, where Ç(s) is the Riemann zeta function, Lis) is the Dirichlet L-series formed with the quadratic character (mod p), and *-,ir.(-w-i)^M'*fl> Let x + iJ/2) = u(jyj p)/2 give a change of variable from x to u and integrate by parts 2m -1 times; we get, for m = l,2,---, where Bk(x) is the kih Bernoulli polynomial (B0(x) = l, Bj(x) = x --J, B2(x) = x2 -x + $,-••) and the series converges for Res>l -m.
It is well known ([3, p. 245], Jordan's ç?"(x) = Bn{x)¡n !) that for 0 g xz% 1, k> 1,
Bk(x) (fc)! (2nY C(k), so that to estimate h(s), we need only estimate d(2m)/du(2m){(u2 + 1) s}. Using the fact that du' {(u 2+ If*} = 2s(2s + l)(u2 + I)"*"1-2s(2s + 2)(u2+ 1)"
we see inductively that we can write In view of (2), (3) and (6), we have for c -\ and m = 1 : Multiplying both sides by (p/47r2)iyn(l/£(2sB)) and using the fact that | £(2s") | > ¿ for n = 1,2 (see Appendix), we get
C(l+2iyB)r(l + iy"j Taking arguments of both sides of (11) gives (12) y"log UQ = an + 2nxn + 3-l0'199, (n -1,2) where x" is an integer and aB = 7t -2 arg Ç(2s") -2 arg Tisn) (mod 2ti), 0 g a"<2n.
Eliminating log (p/4re2) from the equations (12), and solving for x2, we obtain Then pxq2 -qyp2 = 1, so that pt and qy ate relatively prime. Also, 
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Since these numbers are between 0 and 1, the above is actually an equality. 
